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Consumers are a factor of medicalization because health is increasingly becoming, and has become, a commodity
(Turner, [32]). People.

Medicalisation often concerns new diagnoses, based on a widened understanding of human situations that
usually benefit from medical involvement. That is, biology and genetics are seen as the main forces which
affect human life, with social factors playing a minor role. On these bases, social problems are transformed
into medical ones. The authors noted: Inappropriate medicalisation carries the dangers of unnecessary
labelling, poor treatment decisions, iatrogenic illness, and economic waste, as well as the opportunity costs
that result when resources are diverted away from treating or preventing more serious disease. In research that
targets overdiagnosis, medicalisation is often presented as the societal and individual burden of unnecessary
medical expansion. The last, fourth question, is devoted to exactly that issue. The concept of medicalization
dovetailed with some aspects of the s feminist movement. For example, as it is shown in the next section, the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, by giving the description of many mental disorders in
terms of symptoms, strongly suggests pharmaceutical treatments. It is a process that explains the
professionalization of medicine, which is why Conrad is right in saying that, from the most abstract point of
view, medicalization precedes social control. Both those conditions significantly increase the risk of suffering
or death. This understanding includes the time when medicine consisted of deregulated and not even
necessarily related branches of knowledge and the divisions between them were blurred and adaptive among
and within countries e. The fifth step is to ascertain if and how the different branches of knowledge exert
social control in societies. Examples of this direct marketing are visits by salespeople, funding of journals,
training courses or conferences, incentives for prescribing, and the routine provision of "information" written
by the pharmaceutical company. Recreational Drug Use Another potential ethical problem with medicalization
is the expanding use of these approved drugs and devices for recreational or off-label uses. A commonly used
strategy in the advertisement for drugs is the overstatement of the risks of certain situations which mislead
consumers. The medicalization of highway menace syndrome in the second scenario would be less
questionable than in the first, more probable one. The challenge here is to distinguish between authentic needs
and those demands which were created by advertising or oppressive social expectations grounded, e. But now
that medications are available to treat it, almost 12 million Americans have been diagnosed with it and
prescribed drugs to treat their symptoms. There are important institutional and cultural factors influencing
prevalence of alcoholism and anorexia. The inversion reflects the disputes involving practitioners of different
forms of medical knowledge for clients and state legitimacy at the time when medical social control began to
expand in society Wailoo, ; Larson,  Medicalization, and its developments, is the main component of the
bionic society of today. Having included personal experiences, we can also face the third objection which
rightly points out that the data provided by WHO would be irrelevant whenever the debate about
medicalization concerns X that was not recognised as a disease beforeâ€”in such cases there would be simply
no statistical or medical data about this condition. Societal Implications of Overdiagnosis When discussing
overdiagnosis and its consequences the underlying assumption seems to be that diagnosing is an objective and
strictly medical procedure, which physicians would accomplish beautifully if they would only have the perfect
knowledge. The concept of medicalization can then be replaced with medicalizations plural. Looking at
"knowledge", beyond the confines of professional boundaries, may help us understand the multiplicity of ways
in which medicalization can exist in different times and societies, and allow contemporary societies to avoid
such pitfalls as "demedicalization" through a turn towards complementary and alternative medicine on the one
hand, or the over-rapid and unregulated adoption of biomedical medicine in non-western societies on the
other. There is a number of tools that can be helpful in order to assess whether or not X causes or significantly
increases the risk of considerable physical or mental discomfort, suffering, impairments or death. Critics such
as Ehrenreich and English argued that women's bodies were being medicalized by the predominantly male
medical profession. Consequently, my argument here is that different forms of medical knowledge can relate
to specific ways of exerting social control over human conditions and behaviors. The first one refers to the
history of medicine, social prejudices and discrimination. Consequently, when the theoretical and empirical
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scopes of medicalization are not separated, the concept automatically reproduces the meaning, content, and
position of medicine in Western countries. We may assume that a new psychiatric disorderâ€”called highway
menace syndromeâ€”was described in DSM-X.


